
Covenant Journey 

 

Covenant Journey 

Covenant Journey that God’s Children  

Will Enjoy For All Their Life 

Acts 1:8 

 

[Introduction] Why does it have to be only Christ? 

1. Rightfulness: mankind’s condition (original sin/Genesis 3:1-6, 

sinner/Romans 3:23, child of the devil/John 8:44) 

2. Inevitability: “impossible” with mankind’s method → religion (Acts 4:12), 

good deeds (Isaiah 64:6), philosophy (Colossians 2:8) 

3. Absoluteness: God’s method “Christ” → King (Satan X), Priest (curse X), 

Prophet (background of hell X) 

 

[Main Body]  

1. Covenant → Jesus is the Christ, solution to all problems! 

 ▶ God-given, one and only covenant → Jesus Christ (John 3:16, Romans 

5:8, John 14:6, Acts 4:12) 

1) Covenant (Old Testament) → Genesis 3:15 (the woman’s offspring), 

Genesis 6:14 (ark), Exodus 3:18 (blood sacrifice), Isaiah 7:14 (Immanuel) 

2) Fulfillment (New Testament) → Luke 2:10-12 (Christ – birth), Matthew 

1:21-25 (name – Jesus), Matthew 16:16 (Christ) 

3) Evidence → Mount of Calvary (John 19:30), Mount of Olives (Acts 1:1, 3, 

8), Mark’s upper room (Acts 1:14, 2:1-47) 

 

2. Covenant journey → to the ends of the Earth! (Matthew 24:14, 

Acts 1:8) 

 

▶ Covenant is never changing and surely fulfilled. God is the God of the 

covenant, we are the people of the covenant. 

1) Covenant (absolute covenant) → only Christ, only the kingdom of God, 

only the Holy Spirit 

2) Vision (absolute goal) → world evangelization (Ten million disciples)  

3) Dream (absolute answer) → 24 (my, my thing, my field → only, 

uniqueness, recreation)  

4) Image (absolute power) → look at the stream of the Word fulfillment and 

prayer answers. (blessing of worship) 

5) Practice (absolute masterpiece) → life masterpiece that will save 237 

nations and last forever (monument) 

 

3. Covenant goal → Nobody! 

 1) Give the answer that nobody else can give! → save those who are fallen 

into Satan’s trap, frame, snare.  

2) Carry out the healing that nobody else can carry out! → healing of the 

spirit, healing of mind and soul, healing of physical body 

3) Go into the place that nobody else can go! → summit that will stand 

before kings, save multi-ethnics of 237 nations. 

 

[Conclusion] Conclusion of the covenant “world evangelization” 

1. Matthew 24:14 

2. Matthew 28:16-20 

3. Mark 16:15-20 

4. John 21:15-18 

5. Acts 1:8 


